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Our Perspective

• ConocoPhillips Gulf Coast Business Unit (GCBU)

• GCBU’s Learning Journey

• ConocoPhillips Human Performance Overview

• How is it helping us?

• My two cents…
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Snapshot - Gulf Coast Business Unit
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In 2016 we finished with 4.6 MM combined man-hours 
and a TRR of 0.26

5
drilling rigs

186,000
BOED of net production*

2017 capital 
program

$1.0Bn

total gross wells

1000+
3 condensate processing
facilities that process 

135,000 BOED

contractor companies
410
employees

250+
*Production as of 2016



GCBU’s Learning Journey
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At the end of 2012

• We had 15 MM combined workforce man-hours 

• We had a TRR 0.36

• We were operating 15 drilling rigs

• We had built out 503 miles of pipeline

• We had constructed 289 facilities

• We had 2 condensate processing facility capital projects 

2012               2015                           2016                           2017    

Continuing the 
Journey

Understanding 
and applying 

Learning 
Principles

Introduction to 
Organizational 

Learning

2013 2014

Building a 
Learning 

Organization



An organization that uses 
learning as a catalyst for 
change, is committed to 

understanding how work is 
done and shares learnings to 

sustainably improve our 
systems and defenses  
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Learning Organization.
We will apply

Organizational Learning and Human 
Performance Principles

to operationalize the 

Learning Team Approach.

To become a

OUR GOAL: HOW DO WE DO IT?

GCBU’s Learning Journey



What Human Performance Means to Us

• Is a philosophical shift in thinking that takes time

• Is a new way of responding

• Expands our thinking from “why” to include “how”

• Redefines safety… not the absence of incidents 
but the presence of defenses

• Builds error-tolerant defenses and systems

• Builds on our Operations Excellence success 
and targets serious incident reduction and fatality 
prevention
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• Is not a program, single process or standard

• Does not remove individual accountability

• Is not intended to be a silver bullet

A Lens to Look at the Way We do Work



Leadership is Critical

• Support and engage leaders and workers in 
implementation of the mindset and practices

• Look for opportunities to apply the concepts 
to daily work

• Allow staff to take the necessary time to 
transition to the new culture

• Demonstrate recognition that people make 
mistakes and seek to learn rather than blame

• Provide an honest response to worker 
concerns and near misses
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Making a Difference in the Gulf Coast Business Unit

• We have improved our Leadership Engagement conversation

• We have shifted our focus from TRR to building capacity for safe work

• We promote a one team approach to building safety together

• We take ownership for the problems when they are presented

• We believe this is shaping our culture for the better

• We have had zero serious injuries or incidents in two years
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 Your response to failure matters.  By focusing on the context and not the worker,  you create trust 
and candor.

 Understand the highly variable environment workers work in; our systems need to be flexible for 
adaptation  

 Take the time to learn about how work is done from the workers

 Lead by example; seek to understand the context of an event

 Promote the forward accountability model 

 Be patient with yourselves, your colleagues, and your teams - we are all on a journey

My two cents…

“MARATHON NOT A SPRINT”



Questions?

Thank You!!
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